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ABSTRACT

The toxicity of metal mixtures to aquatic species is commonly predicted by 

concentration or response additive methods. These methods are based upon 

the summation of the toxicity of the individual metals, and can overestimate the 

toxicity of the mixture as a whole. To better predict metal mixture toxicity, a 

multi-metal, multi-site Biotic Ligand Model (MMMS BLM) is being developed.

The MMMS BLM will be used to calculate the metal accumulation on biological 

tissues by accounting for metal-metal competition for binding to various ligands 

as well as to multiple sites of toxic action on organisms. Copper-zinc mixture 

tests were performed using standard methods for 48-hour, static non-renewal 

toxicity tests for Daphnia magna in moderately hard water with the addition of 

dissolved organic carbon (Suwannee River Fulvic Acid). The observed toxicity of 

the mixtures was compared to response-additive predictions based on 

concurrent copper-only and zinc-only tests. Generally, the mixtures exhibited 

more than additive metal interactions in terms of total dissolved metal 

concentrations. In contrast, when evaluating toxicity in terms of free metal ion 

concentration, the mixtures exhibited less than additive interactions. These 

trends did not extend to the tests performed without added dissolved organic 

carbon. With further development, the MMMS BLM is expected to account for 

these apparent non-additive interactions, thus producing a more accurate 

predictive model for multiple-metal toxicity in freshwater systems.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES

1.1. Introduction

Copper and zinc are naturally occurring metals, ubiquitous in the earth's 

crust. Through natural and anthropogenic cycles, the metals enter the 

environment, specifically surface waters such as streams, rivers, and lakes. 

Though essential micronutrients to plants and animals, at high concentrations 

metals are toxic and are therefore regulated pollutants. Furthermore a variety of 

water chemistry parameters affect the toxic behavior of these metals. Over the 

past decades, regulatory offices have made strides to consider the broader range 

of parameters influencing the physiologic effects of the metals to aquatic 

organisms. However, further progress is desired as the toxicity predicting 

models to date treat each metal in isolation; the models assume a single metal 

present in surface water. In reality, zinc and copper are accompanied by other 

metals as they enter the aquatic environment and these mixtures of metals have 

the potential to alter the physiochemical and therefore toxic behavior of each 

other. Specifically, the various metals in freshwater systems will compete with 

each other to bind to available ligands, including ions, natural organic matter 

(NOM), and biota. Clearly, a model is needed that accounts for multiple metals 

as well as multiple binding sites, which ultimately determines the toxic response 

in aquatic organisms.

1.2. Research objective

The purpose of this project was to generate detailed data, including water 

chemistry information, for mixed-metal toxicity tests in order to better 

parameterize a multi-metal, multi-site biotic ligand model (MMMS BLM). To 

accomplish the objective, single-metal and two-metal 48-hour static non-renewal 

acute toxicity tests were performed with Daphnia magna, a freshwater 

crustacean. The toxicities of the metal mixtures were compared to the toxicity of 

the single metals and a response-additive prediction of their joint toxicity. Then,
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the data was put into a modified BLM to determine if accounting for metal-metal 

binding competition on dissolved organic matter would lead to sufficiently 

accurate predictions of metal-mixture toxicity. Research was carried out in 

collaboration with Dr. Joseph Meyer of ARCADIS U.S., Inc., Dr. Robert Santore 

of HDR/HydroQual, and the Copper Development Association Inc. (CDA).
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CHAPTER 2: METALS IN THE ENVIRONMENT

2.1. Biogeochemical cycles

Metals are natural components of rocks in the Earth's crust. Through 

natural and anthropogenic processes, metals are transported through the 

atmosphere, hydrosphere, lithosphere, and biosphere. This cycling is referred to 

as the biogeochemical cycle [1]. Natural cycles include physical, geochemical 

and biological processes such as weathering, erosion, oxidation, dissolution and 

biological uptake and secretion [1, 2]. The flux of metals between these 

reservoirs is accelerated by human activity. For example, some streams and 

lakes receive acidic, metal-rich drainage from mining activity; smelters and 

combustion processes are primary sources of atmospheric deposition; and 

municipal and industrial effluents are discharged into surface waters [3]. As 

metals cycle through the environment, local reservoir metal concentrations 

fluctuate and must be monitored and regulated to prevent toxic response in the 

ecosystem. In areas already contaminated, mitigation methods are 

implemented.

In this study, only two metals are examined: copper and zinc. Both metals 

are abundant in freshwater systems, however copper is significantly more toxic 

than zinc, producing toxic responses in biota at lower concentrations. Certain 

toxic behaviors of the metal mixtures may be influenced by the different toxicities 

of the single metals.

2.1.1. Copper

Copper occurs in sulfide, carbonate, and oxide minerals associated with 

base metal ores and enters freshwater systems naturally through processes such 

as weathering and mine drainage [2]. Human contributions of copper to the 

environment include mining, leather, fabricated metal and electrical industries, as 

well as agricultural runoff [2-4]. Common oxidation states of copper are +1 and 

+2, but the dominant species, and primary toxic species, in natural freshwaters is
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the divalent cupric ion Cu2+, which is weakly associated with water molecules [4- 

6]-

Copper is both essential and potentially toxic to aquatic organisms. At low 

concentrations, copper is essential for enzyme-mediated metabolism, cellular 

respiration and free radical defense; however, at high concentrations copper 

disrupts sodium homeostasis and enzyme production, resulting in immobility 

and/or mortality [7, 8]. The United States Environmental Protection Agency 

(USERA) Criterion Maximum Concentration (CMC) for dissolved copper in 

freshwater is 2.337 pg/L as calculated by the BLM for the following water 

chemistry parameters: temperature = 20oC, pH = 7.5, DOC = 0.5 mg/L, Ca =

14.0 mg/L, Mg = 12.1 mg/L, Na = 26.3 mg/L, K = 2.1 mg/L, S04 =81.4 mg/L, Cl = 

1.90 mg/L, Alkalinity = 65.0 mg/L and S = 0.0003 mg/L. The CMC is the highest 

concentration of toxicant in which acute exposure (48 hours or less) will not 

cause harmful effects on biota. The natural range of copper in freshwater is 0.2- 

30 pg/L. However, in anthropogenic influenced freshwater copper ranges from a 

low natural background to 100 pg/L, and even 200,000 pg/L in mine-impacted 

areas [4]. Clearly, understanding copper toxicity in freshwater systems is 

important, as natural and anthropogenic discharge can exceed acutely toxic 

limits.

2.1.2. Zinc

Zinc occurs as a sulfide, oxide or carbonate in nature and enters 

freshwater systems via similar mechanisms as copper. Anthropogenic sources 

of zinc include electroplating and alloy production. The generally accepted 

primary toxic species of zinc is the free metal ion Zn2+[1, 9, 10]. Zinc is essential 

to most organisms and deficiencies in zinc can lead to serious medical conditions 

in humans [11]. However, excess zinc can also be toxic, especially to sensitive 

freshwater biota. In D. magna, excess zinc disrupts calcium homeostasis, which 

results in death [12]. The USERA CMC for dissolved zinc is 120 pg/L for water 

hardness of 100 mg/L [13], while the concentration in uncontaminated fresh 

water ranges from 0.002 to 0.1 pg/L [10]. Though natural levels of zinc are

COLORADO SCHOOi OF MINES 
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beneficial for organisms, contamination in local reservoirs can kill sensitive biota, 

affecting the larger ecosystem.

2.2. Bioavailability of metals

Metals must be taken up by organisms and transferred to biochemical 

receptors in organisms to produce a toxic response; to be toxic, metals must be 

bioavailable. Bioavailability is defined in many ways in literature, however the 

general definition is the relative ability of a chemical to move from the 

environment to a specific location of toxic action in the organism [4]. The ability 

of the toxicant to enter the organism depends on its chemical form, or species. 

Metal species in freshwater include the free ion M z+, metal-ligand complexes, 

and metal-biotic ligand complexes [1, 4, 14]. A ligand is simply an ion or 

molecule that interacts with the metal to form a larger complex; the biotic ligand 

(BL) is the complexing component, or receptor, of the organism [1, 4, 15]. The 

partitioning of a metal among various species is referred to as spéciation.

Spéciation is important in understanding toxicity because only certain 

metal species are bioavailable to biota, and a fraction of bioavailable species are 

toxic. The free metal ion is generally accepted as the primary toxic species for 

metals and is therefore a better predictor of toxicity than total dissolved metal 

concentrations [3]. However, toxicity is typically reported in terms of the 

dissolved metal concentration required to elicit a toxic response in a certain 

percentage of a population. For example, acute toxicity tests typically report 

toxicity in terms of LC50—the dissolved metal concentration producing lethality in 

50% of the test organisms. The LCx values, where x is a specific percent, are 

calculated statistically or extrapolated from a dose-response curve (Figure 2.1). 

Toxicity can also be reported as lethal accumulation (LAx) or as a certain effect 

(ECx), like immobility or fluorescence, in a percent of the population. 

Furthermore, spéciation is determined by a variety of water chemistry 

parameters. Common parameters included in spéciation models are pH, 

hardness, alkalinity, dissolved organic carbon (DOC) content, and dissolved 

metal concentration [4, 9, 16-18].
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Figure 2.1 : Example of a dose-response curve commonly used to report toxicity 
in acute toxicity tests [20].

2.2.1. Effect of pH

The pH is a measure of hydrogen ion activity, which is reported as the 

negative log of the hydrogen concentration [H+] in a freshwater system. At low 

pH, H+ is the major species influencing the solution. In contrast, at high pH, [H+] 

decreases and hydroxide ions [OH ] dominate. Spéciation is affected by pH in 

two seemingly contradicting ways. First, in acidic ranges (pH<6) toxicity 

increases as pH increases. This phenomenon is attributed to decreased H+ 

competing with the metal ion for complexation with the BL, increasing the amount 

of metal bound to the BL and thus increasing the amount of biological effect. 

However, more toxicity is seen at very low pH (<4), but the seemingly increased 

metal toxicity may be due to toxic concentrations of H+, not the metal. Second, in 

basic ranges (pH>7), toxicity generally decreases due to metal complexation with 

hydroxide and carbonate, and potential precipitation of these complexes, making
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the metal unavailable for binding on the BL [3, 4, 9, 16, 19]. Clearly the effect of 

pH on metal toxicity depends on the specific system in question.

2.2.2. Effect of hardness

Hardness is the concentration of divalent metal cations in solution, but is 

generally the calcium and magnesium concentration expressed in mg/L calcium 

carbonate [20]. For copper and zinc, increased hardness results in a protective 

effect on toxicity, requiring higher [Mz+] to produce a toxic effect, thus reducing 

observed toxicity [3, 4, 19, 21]. Competition of the cations with the metal for 

binding to available ligands could potentially increase metal toxicity by displacing 

bound metal from the ligand and releasing it as a free ion. However, the cations 

also compete for binding on the BL, blocking the metal from participating in toxic 

mechanisms. Furthermore, cations may affect ion exchange gradients across 

biological membranes instead of competing directly with the metal, thus altering 

toxicity depending on the organism in question [4]. This attenuative effect of 

water hardness led to the implementation of hardness-adjusted water quality 

criteria by the USERA [3, 9, 10]. The hardness criteria were empirical, based on 

a collection of data but not necessarily on the mechanism of attenuation. 

Furthermore, hardness is only one parameter influencing the spéciation and 

toxicity of metals in freshwater.

2.2.3. Effect of DOC

Organic matter enters freshwater systems through biogeochemical 

processes and degradation of plant matter. Dissolved organic matter (DOM) is a 

mixture of aliphatic and aromatic structures with various attached functional 

groups and is responsible for binding and transport of contaminants and 

controlling levels of pH and metals in fresh water systems [22]. DOM is a 

substituent of the total organic carbon (TOC) in the system. TOC can be 

separated into two fractions: dissolved organic carbon (DOC) and particulate 

organic carbon (ROC); DOC is the fraction of interest in metal spéciation as it 

comprises about half the DOM. The dissolved fraction is defined as material able
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to pass through a 0.45 pm filter membrane [22, 23]. The molecular structure of 

DOC is heterogeneous and not well defined, but the activity of DOC binding with 

metals is widely studied. Observed toxicity in the presence of DOC varies 

depending on the ions competing for available binding sites. Therefore, the 

effect of DOC in single-metal systems may differ from its observed effect in metal 

mixtures, specifically in solutions containing copper.

2.2.3.1. Metal-DOC complexation in single-metal systems

DOC is known to form strong complexes with copper, thus reducing the 

concentration of the free cupric ion [Cu2+] and apparent toxicity associated with 

total copper concentration [24]. Studies of the affects of DOC on copper toxicity 

began in the early 1970's as interest in environmental regulation increased. 

Reuter and Perdue reported the fraction of copper complexed increased with the 

addition of fulvic acid, a component of DOC [23]. Their findings revealed that 

metal-DOC complexation was more significant that previously accepted. Later Di 

Toro and colleagues [16] demonstrated that the total metal concentration needed 

to kill 50% of a population of fathead minnows, but Cu2+ accumulation on the BL 

remained the same. Clearly, the addition of DOC to a single-metal system 

protects organisms from the metal binding to BL, thereby reducing the metal's 

ability to produce a toxic response in the population.

2.2.3 2. Metal-metal competition for DOC binding sites

Metals do not exist in isolation from other metals in natural freshwaters. 

The behavior of metals in the environment often depends on their oxidation state. 

In oxic waters, aluminum and iron exist as Al(lll) and Fe(lll), which can exist as 

trivalent ions, while many other metals such as lead, cadmium, copper and zinc 

are divalent. Furthermore, Al(lll) and Fe(lll) are usually present in fresh water at 

significantly higher concentrations than divalent metals [25]. In their study of 

metal complexation, Guthrie et al. compared electrochemical measurements of 

free metal with predictions calculated by the Windermere Humic Aqueous Model 

(WHAM) V and VI, taking into consideration binding competition between the

8



metal and trivalent aluminum and iron [25]. They found significant difference 

between predicted [Cu2+] modeled accounting for competition with trivalent 

metals and without accounting for the competition in lakes with significant DOC 

concentrations. Al(lll) is believed to compete strongly with copper for specific 

binding sites on DOC, thus releasing more Cu2+ into solution, especially when 

-99% of Cu(ll) is bound to the DOC in the lakes studied. Evidently, 

consideration of DOC binding competition of copper with trivalent metals is 

important when predicting [Cu2+] and thus copper toxicity in freshwater 

environments.

The unique chemistry of trivalent metals requires consideration when 

predicting copper spéciation in the presence of DOC. However, many metals are 

divalent and may exhibit different DOC binding behavior. Chakraborty and 

Charkrabarti studied the competition of divalent copper, zinc and cadmium with 

divalent lead Pb(ll) to Suwannee River fulvic acid (SRFA), a well-characterized 

form of DOM used in some analytical chemistry and toxicity studies [26]. First 

they found that the fulvic acid consisted of at least two classes of binding sites, 

strong and weak, on which different metals competed. Next, they found that 

Cu(ll) competed with Pb(ll) for strong binding sites, decreasing the overall 

stability of Pb(ll)-SRFA complexes and increasing the toxic free lead ion in 

solution. Furthermore, zinc competed with lead to a lesser degree, competing for 

the weaker binding sites on SRFA. Therefore, the strength of metal 

complexation on the DOC was found to decrease in the following order: 

Cu(ll)>Pb(ll)>Zn(ll)>Cd(ll). This order is verified by earlier studies of metal-DOC 

stability constants [25] and kinetic spéciation [18]. Therefore, divalent lead 

toxicity may increase in the presence of Cu(ll). As an extension of these results, 

one may infer that Pb(ll) would produce a similar increase in Cu(ll) toxicity under 

certain conditions in freshwater. Clearly, metal-metal competition, whether 

between trivalent or divalent metal ions, significantly impacts toxicity. However, 

the effect of this competition is dependent on the specific chemical behavior of 

the metals in the mixture, at binding sites on the DOM, and at binding sites on 

the BL.

9



2.3. The Biotic Ligand Model

The biotic ligand model (BLM) is a model of acute metal toxicity to aquatic 

organisms. The BLM is the product of decades of research and the marriage of 

previously developed metal spéciation models. Paquin and colleagues present 

an extensive historical overview of the research and discoveries leading to the 

development of the BLM as well as a description of the models used for the BLM 

initial framework [27]. Model predecessors of the BLM include the free-ion 

activity model (FIAM), the gill surface interaction model (GSIM), and the 

Windermere Humic Aqueous Model (WHAM) [3, 12, 27].

The FIAM was formalized by Francois Morel in 1983 and formally 

presented the free metal ion as a good predictor of metal toxicity. The 

conceptual model incorporated metal spéciation including organic and inorganic 

interactions to determine the concentration of the free metal ion available to bind 

receptors on the organisms, the sites of toxic action [3, 27]. Furthermore, the 

FIAM proposed that toxic response is directly related to the amount of the free 

metal ion bound to receptors [12]. Similarly, the GSIM incorporated metal 

spéciation and interaction with the organism receptor sites to account for 

changes in metal toxicity in varying water chemistries [28]. Like the FIAM, the 

GSIM relates the degree of toxic response to the fraction of metal ion directly 

bound to toxic sites of action. However, unlike the FIAM, the GSIM discounted 

organic interaction in comparison to inorganic interaction [12]. Though these 

models were not accepted for regulatory purposes, they play a vital role in the 

development of the BLM.

The WHAM model for predicting organic-metal interaction was chosen for 

the BLM because it was calibrated to predict behavior for multiple data sets, 

unlike other models that are parameterized to fit specific data sets [16]. WHAM 

was developed by Tipping to calculate spéciation, assuming equilibrium, in 

waters, sediments and soils in which spéciation is dominated by DOC [29]. This 

model was chosen as a subroutine for the BLM because it contains a detailed 

model of proton binding which is then applied to cation binding by assuming that
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protons and cations compete for the same binding sites [16]. Protons bind to 

carboxyl and phenolic sites on DOC. Humic and fulvic acids are believed to 

contain 50% less phenolic sites than carboxyl sites. Proton interactions with 

these sites are described by proton-site stability constants. Electrostatic 

interactions are modeled empirically. Parameters for the model were determined 

by fitting the model to various acid-base titrations of organic matter.

Furthermore, metal interactions are defined relative to the proton binding 

constants; metal binding to a single site or two sites at once is allowed in this 

model. For each metal, only the stability constant of metal-carboxyl site is 

required, which is also determined from titration data. Clearly, WHAM is a robust 

model of metal-DOC interaction

The BLM combines concepts of the GSIM and WHAM to calculate metal 

spéciation and binding to organisms for a variety of water quality conditions. The 

BLM assumes that the free metal ion is the primary species binding to the BL to 

cause toxic action. The free metal competes with a variety of ions for binding 

sites with the available organic, inorganic and biotic ligands. However, in its 

current form, as found on the HydroQual website [30], competition with other 

metals is ignored. Figure 2.2 is a general schematic of the BLM, illustrating 

various interactions of the free metal ion as well as competition [16].

The BLM relates toxicity to a critical accumulation of metal on the biotic 

ligand. The amount of metal on the BL normalized to "gill" weight. The "gill" 

refers to the known site of toxic action on fish, but is generically applied to metal 

accumulation on any tissue of concern in any type of organism. The metal 

accumulation is calculated using stability constants of the various metal-BL 

complexes; some of the stability constants have been measured while others are 

obtained by calibrating the model to fit mortality data; in fact, the BLM for 

Daphnia species is a recalibration of measurements of metal accumulation of the 

gills offish performed by Pagenkopf [12, 14, 16, 28]. Because BLM calculations 

depend on stability constants of various ligands and metals, a BLM must be 

developed for specific organisms and specific metals.
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Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram of the BLM [16].

Even though the BLM combines the most recent research in metal 

spéciation and toxic behavior, and has been implemented as the method for 

determining water quality criteria for copper [4], more research is required to 

improve the BLM for a broader range of metals and organisms. Extensions of 

the BLM to include competition of various metals for toxic sites will better reflect 

the reality that metals do not exist in isolation. Also, accounting for various sites 

of toxic action on the organism (various biotic ligands) will lead to better modeling 

of biological response of the organisms to metal mixtures. Clearly, research for a 

multi-metal, multi-site biotic ligand model will enhance and broaden the predictive 

ability and therefore regulatory application of this exciting tool.
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2.4. Literature review of metal mixtures

In 2003 Norwood et al. published a review of current metal mixture 

literature. The review examined the effects of metal mixtures in 68 publications, 

representing 191 mixture tests and 77 different species at various life stages at 

the time of testing [31]. While evaluating these publications, the researches 

asked two questions: to what extent does each metal contribute to toxicity, and 

are guidelines based on single-metal toxicity sufficient for protecting biota? 

Guidelines at the time used the toxic unit (TU) approach for predicting toxicity of 

metal mixtures. The TU is calculated for each metal by dividing the metal 

concentration by the toxic concentration, such as the LC50. For a mixture of 

metals, the TU for each metal is summed; if the sum of TU’s is less than one, the 

mixture is expected to produce less than 50% response indicating more than 

additive metal interactions, and a sum greater than one predicts toxic response in 

more than 50% of the population and less than additive interactions. If the sum 

is equal to one, the metal interactions are strictly additive. This approach is a 

concentration additive approach and is only applied to a single effect percentage.

Norwood used the TU approach as well as a response-additive approach, 

which is discussed in Chapter 3, to recalculate the literature interactions. His 

findings correlated well with the published results in terms of frequency of 

occurrence of less than additive, strictly additive, and more than additive metal 

interactions reported. The recalculated database reported 43.5% less than 

additive, 27.2% additive, and 29.3% more than additive interactions. The 

variability in the responses to the mixtures were attributed to the various 

organisms tested, varied relative concentrations or concentration ratios of metals 

in the mixtures, as well as the number of metals in a mixture (number varied from 

2 to 11 ). Furthermore, the consistent trend in the literature was the reporting of 

metal doses in terms of total dissolved metal concentration in the water. As 

discussed previously, the total dissolved metal concentration is not indicative of 

the amount of the toxic metal species available for toxic action in the organism, 

nor does it account for metal binding competition to the site of toxic action. In
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contrast, the toxicity tests reported in this thesis were performed with a single 

species in a specific life stage, in solutions of well defined water chemistry 

parameters. Furthermore, calculations accounting for some metal binding 

competition were applied to the metal mixture toxicity data to predict lethal 

accumulation of metal on the organism.

In a more recent study, De Schamphelaere and colleagues evaluated the 

occurrence of concluding incorrect metal interactions in mixtures and how to 

minimize incorrect conclusions through simultaneous testing [32]. While 

evaluating Norwood’s 2003 review, the De Schamphelaere group found that 

more than one third of the studies did not test single-metal and metal mixtures 

simultaneously, which raises the question of the extent to which day-to-day 

response variability affects the accuracy of predicting metal mixture toxicity using 

a concentration additive approach. Therefore, data sets were simulated with 

parameters describing the additive metal interaction (less than, more than, or 

strictly additive) and variations in sensitivity. The term for variation in sensitivity 

was set equal to zero to simulate simultaneous testing of single-metal and metal 

mixtures.

After evaluation of the simulated data, researchers found that the 

likelihood of an incorrect conclusion increases with increasing between-test 

variability, in some cases by 80%. Furthermore, an incorrect assessment of 

mixture toxicity may lead to inaccurate conclusions and ineffective water quality 

guidelines. Therefore, simultaneous testing of both sing-metal and metal mixture 

toxicity is imperative for accurate evaluation of metal interactions with extensions 

to improved water quality guidelines. To this end, simultaneous testing of all 

metal treatments was employed for the research presented in this thesis.
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CHAPTER 3: SINGLE METAL TESTS

3.1. Introduction

Single metal tests were performed to establish baseline sensitivity of 

Daphnia magna to the individual metals studied. The initial proposed method for 

the project included use of the Daphnia magna IQ-Tox™ test from Aqua Survey, 

Inc. However, a standard static non-renewal acute toxicity test was selected as 

the primary test method, after the project began. Procedures, analysis and 

results for each test method are reported with additional discussion of specific 

challenges encountered during this phase of the project.

3.2. Daphnia magna test organisms

Daphnia magna are small, freshwater crustaceans commonly referred to 

as water fleas. D. magna were chosen as the test species for this study because 

they are easy to culture in the laboratory, occur ubiquitously in surface water, 

represent a important segment in the food chain, and are among the more 

sensitive organisms used for toxicity testing [33]. Furthermore, D. magna 

reproduce sexually or by parthenogenesis. Parthenogenic reproduction 

produces female genetic clones, which reduces variability in results [34]. In the 

following sections, the D. magna culture protocol and culture health is discussed.

3.2.1. Daphnia magna culture

Daphnia magna cultured in the laboratory were parthenogenic offspring 

from a female clone brought to the Colorado School of Mines (CSM) from the 

Department of Biology at the University of Aveiro in Portugal. The CSM culture 

was set up according to protocol developed by Aveiro, using ASTM hard water. 

The full text of the protocol is included in the Appendix. This protocol gives 

specifications for D. magna culture conditions as well as direction on culturing 

and preparing algae and seaweed as sources of food and micronutrients for the 

Daphnia.
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A few changes were made to the protocol for this study. First of all, the 

culture water was diluted by half so the Daphnia specified for the study were 

cultured in moderately hard water, similar to the water used in the test solutions 

to reduce shock during testing. Also, 2.02 g C aS O ^F hO  was added to 20 L 

Milli-Q water instead of the 2.4 g CaSO ^hhO  that is used to prepare ASTM hard 

water. Further changes were made to increase sterility of the algal culture, as 

outlined in the following section.

3.2.2. Culture health

Health of the D. magna culture was imperative to ensure valid data and 

permit more direct interpretation of the effects of the metals on the daphnids. 

When the project began in June 2009, the culture appeared healthy. However, 

fecundity decreased through the summer until adult females were producing less 

than 20 neonates per brood. According to colleagues at Aveiro, fecundity of 

healthy females cultured in hard water should lie in the range of 30-50 neonates 

per brood, especially in the third, fourth, and fifth broods used for the tests. 

Fecundity in moderately hard water cultures is expected to be slightly less than 

that in hard water cultures. Figure 3.1 graphically illustrates the fecundity of the 

Daphnia over the course of the study.

The lowest fecundity occurred in October 2009, at which time a colleague 

from Aveiro was visiting CSM and discovered parasites in the adult females. The 

parasites could be seen via microscope living beneath the carapace of several 

daphnids. Following our colleague’s recommendation, immediate action was 

taken to correct the problem. First, the Daphnia were placed in deionized water 

for less than one minute every time the culture water was changed. Second, the 

algae cultured for Daphnia food was changed from Chlorella vulgaris to 

Pseudokirchneriella subcapitata purchased from Aquatic BioSystems, Inc. in Fort 

Collins, Colorado. The updated table for algal feeding is included in the 

Appendix.

.̂DEN.:';Oa04-]i
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Figure 3.1 : Average reproduction of adult Daphnia. Error bars represent ± one 
standard deviation calculated for each month individually.

In addition to purchasing new algae to culture, the culture procedure was 

evaluated to eliminate any opportunity for contamination. Instead of performing 

culture procedures on the lab bench near a flame, procedures dealing with the 

algae were performed in a laminar flow hood with sterile plastic and glassware. 

After the changes were instituted, the Daphnia fecundity rebounded and 

remained near the accepted range for much of the study duration, especially in 

months when tests were performed.

3.3. Preparation of test solutions

Test solutions for both test methods were prepared in the laboratory using 

Milli-Q water and reagent grade chemicals according to standard methods. All 

solutions were analyzed for various water chemistry parameters at the time of 

each test.
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3.3.1. Moderately Hard Reconstituted Water

All tests were performed using Moderately Hard Reconstituted Water 

(MHRW) prepared in the laboratory as the stock solution according to USERA 

methods for static non-renewal tests [35]. MHRW was prepared several days 

before the start of a test. To begin, CaS04 was dissolved in Milli-Q water, 

obtained from a THERMO NANOpure Diamond® Ultrapure Water System, by 

mixing with a magnetic stir bar for approximately five hours. Previously prepared 

solutions of known molarity of MgS04, KCI, and NaHC03 were added to the 

CaS04 solution which was diluted to the specified volume with Milli-Q water for a 

solution with final water quality characteristics and chemical concentrations listed 

in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Preparation of synthetic MHRW using reagent grade chemicals

Reagent Added (mg/L) Water Quality Parameters

MgS04-7H20 122.9 pH 7.4-7.8

NaHCOs 96.0 Alkalinity 57-64

KCI 4.0 Hardness 80-100

CaS04-1/2H20 50.5 Expressed as mg CaCOs/L

3.3.2. Metal solutions with Dissolved Organic Carbon (DOC)

At least 24 hours before each test begins, the test solutions were prepared 

from the MHRW stock. For tests containing DOC, a secondary stock solution 

was prepared by dissolving Suwannee River Fulvic Acid (SRFA) in the MHRW. 

SRFA was added assuming that fulvic acid is 50% carbon by weight.

Next, the MHRW stock solution (with or without DOC) was spiked with the 

desired metal concentration. To begin, ICP-grade standards for each metal were 

obtained and diluted with Milli-Q water to prepare a stock solution. The ICP 

standards were manufactured by EM Science in a 2-5% nitric acid matrix. The 

standards were diluted from -10,000 pg metal/mL to approximately 100 mg
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metal/L for copper, and 1000 mg metal/L for zinc. Using an automatic pipette, a 

calculated amount of metal stock solution was placed in a volumetric flask. The 

flask was filled to the line with the MHRW stock solution. The test solution was 

then transferred to a clean plastic bottle, labeled and placed in the incubator to 

equilibrate for >24 hours before use.

3.3.3. Water analysis

After the test solutions are prepared and allowed to equilibrate, samples of 

each test solution and of the stock MHRW are collected to determine dissolved 

metal concentration, DOC content and alkalinity.

The dissolved metal concentration was determined by inductively coupled 

plasma atomic emission spectrometry (ICP-AES). Prior to each test, a 10-mL 

aliquot of each solution is collected in a 15-mL centrifuge tube and acidified with 

trace metal grade nitric acid to pH <2. Analysis was performed on a PerkinElmer 

Optima 3000 or Optima 5300 DV with scandium as an internal standard. Quality 

control standards and blanks were included among samples to verify correct 

performance of the instrument. Each sample was analyzed in triplicate and the 

reported concentration was the average of the three measurements.

Before and after each test, 20-mL aliquots of the control and highest metal 

concentration test solutions were collected in amber bottles and submitted for 

TOC analysis. Prior to analysis, each sample was treated with phosphoric acid 

to remove inorganic carbon. The oxidizing agent ammonium persulfate was also 

added to the sample. Analysis was performed on a Shimadzu TOC analyzer 

which measures total carbon (TC) and inorganic carbon (IC), reporting TOC as 

the difference between TC and IC. The samples were analyzed in quadruplicate 

with the second, third and forth measurements averaged and reported as TOC in 

the sample. TOC was assumed to be analogous to DOC for these tests as no 

particulates were formed when SRFA was added to solution.

Furthermore, each batch of MHRW was titrated to determine alkalinity.

The titration was performed using a Hach Digital Titrator (Model 16900), following
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the directions outlined in the accompanying manual. Bromocresol Green-Methyl 

Red indicator was added to the MHRW sample. The solution was then titrated to 

a greenish blue-gray endpoint, pH ~5, with sulfuric acid. The prescribed 

calculation based on the molarity and volume of the sulfuric acid was completed 

and the alkalinity was reported in mg CaC03/L.

The water analysis measurements for each test were compiled for BLM 

input. The concentrations of major anions were estimated from the ICP-AES 

data and then reported for BLM input as well.

3.4. Daphnia magna IQ-Tox™ tests

The Daphnia magna IQ-Tox™ test was patented by Aqua Survey, Inc. in 

1992 and is manufactured and distributed through Kingwood Diagnostics [36]. 

For this test, D. magna neonates were exposed to the toxicant for one hour and 

then fed the IQ Substrate™, which contains the fluorometric biomarker 

methylumbelliferyl galactoside (MUF) [37]. Healthy organisms produce a 

galactosidase enzyme that cleaves the biomarker from the substrate, resulting in 

fluorescence visually observed under a UV light source. If organisms do not 

fluoresce as intensely as the controls, feeding or enzyme production is impaired.

3.4.1. IQ-Tox™ test procedure

IQ Exposure Chambers and the IQ Substrate were purchased directly 

from the manufacturer. The IQ-Tox™ tests were performed according to 

instructions provided by Aqua Survey, Inc. with the exception of use of cultured 

neonates instead of 5-day old Daphnia hatched from ephipia. A copy of the 

instructions from Aqua Survey, Inc. is included in the Appendix.

To begin, D. magna neonates were transferred from culture beakers into a 

clean beaker of -20 mL MHRW with a medium-capacity transfer pipette, 

transferring as little culture water as possible. The neonates must fast for 4-6 

hours in water devoid of food material found in the culture water. If the neonates 

were not allowed to fast sufficiently, they would not ingest the IQ Substrate,
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rendering the results meaningless. The beaker of neonates was returned to the 

culture incubator for the fasting period.

While the neonates were fasting, the IQ Exposure Chambers were 

prepared. Each chamber contains six cells, one for the control solution and five 

for the metal test solutions. The tests were performed in triplicate (quadruplicate 

for indicated tests); three chambers were labeled with the test number and each 

cell was labeled with the test solution identification.

After at least four hours of fasting, the neonates were gently transferred 

into the test cells of the IQ Exposure Chamber with a medium-capacity transfer 

pipette. Six neonates were gently placed in each cell with <0.5 mL water for a 

total of 108 organisms transferred (144 organisms for quadruplicate tests). Then, 

using an automatic pipette, 10 mL of test solution was gently added to each cell. 

After each cell was filled, the time was recorded and the chambers were allowed 

to sit for one hour. The IQ Substrate was prepared by adding 10 mL MHRW to 

the IQ Substrate bottle and vigorously shaking until the substrate was suspended 

in the water. The substrate suspension and tests chambers were incubated for 

one hour at room temperature.

After one hour of incubation, the substrate was shaken again and added 

to each cell of the test chambers using a medium-capacity transfer pipette; 

approximately 6 drops were added to each cell. The test chambers were left 

undisturbed at room temperature for another 15 minutes. At the end of 15 

minutes, the test chambers were taken to a dark room and illuminated with a long 

wave ultraviolet light source placed beneath the chamber. The intensity of 

fluorescence of the neonates in the test solutions was compared to the intensity 

of the control neonates. Neonates not fluorescing or fluorescing at a lower 

intensity than the majority of the control neonates were considered adversely 

affected.

Due to the subjective nature of this method and large variance in emission 

intensity among control cells (even though the pretest indicated that the
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organisms were acceptable for testing), the analysis was changed to a weighted 

system of evaluating florescence intensity. Detailed discussion of the data 

treatment is included in the data analysis section.

After the completion of each test, tested neonates, test solutions and 

excess substrate were discarded and all glassware and exposure chambers 

were acid washed in a 5% nitric acid bath and rinsed with Dl water for reuse.

3.4.2. Data analysis

Variable intensity of fluorescence in the control organisms led to 

implementation of a weighted intensity system of quantifying metal toxicity to the 

D. magna neonates. The most brightly emitting organisms were given a score of 

2, dimly fluorescing received a score of 1, and neonates not fluorescing received 

a score of 0. The score for each neonate in each test solution was summed for 

all replicates and divided by the maximum score possible to calculate the raw 

weighted percent emission. The maximum score is calculated by multiplying the 

number of neonates per test cell by the number of test replicates and then by the 

highest score of 2. For example, a test performed in quadruplicate would have a 

maximum score of 48 (6x4x2). The raw weighted percent emission values for 

each test solution are control-normalized (raw percent emission for the test 

solution divided by the raw percent emission of the control) and then plotted 

versus dissolved metal concentration (log scale). The probit regression curves 

for the IQ-Tox™ tests were calculated by Dr. Joseph Meyer using the ToxCalc 

software by Tidepoo! Scientific.

Probit regression is a method of linear transformation of the sigmoid dose- 

response curve assuming a statistically normal distribution of response in the 

population. Each probit, or probability unit, corresponds to one normal equivalent 

deviate from the mean; in the case of toxicity, the LC50 is the mean. The LC50 

is assigned the probit 5 to remove negative numbers from calculations; one 

probit above the LC50 represents 84.1% response in the population, the LC84.1 

[20].
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3.4.3. Results and discussion

Ultimately, the IQ-Tox™ test was abandoned as the primary test method 

for the project. First of all, results for the initial tests were discarded due to the 

discovery of a parasite within the D. magna culture, as discussed in previous 

sections. Furthermore, the IQ-Tox™ test method did not produce expected 

results when examining the effect of DOC on metal toxicity. Based on spéciation 

studies found in the literature and discussed in Chapter 2, the highest DOC 

concentration of 10 mg/L was expected to be the least toxic solution, and the 

solution without DOC was expected to be the most toxic. Figure 3.2 illustrates 

the effect of DOC on the toxicity of the metals evaluated using the IQ-Tox™ test 

method.

First, the effects of DOC were studied using copper as the toxicant. The 

observed toxicity of the three DOC concentrations agreed with the expectations 

for relative behavior. As seen in Figure 3.2a, the data points and probit curve for 

the 10 mg DOC/L test solutions lie furthest to the right, indicating lower toxicity 

than the other two tests. Also, the data for the test without DOC added lie 

farthest to the left, indicating more toxicity. Clearly, the IQ-TOX™ test behaves 

as expected in the presence of DOC if copper is the toxicant.

In contrast, the results for similar test series performed with zinc as the 

toxicant do not follow the expected trend for metal toxicity in the presence of 

varying concentrations of DOC. The zinc test series performed in the same 

month as the copper series resulted in observed behavior contrary to what is 

expected based on principles of spéciation. The test series with higher DOC 

content appears to be more toxic than the solutions with lower DOC content (see 

Figure 3.2b). To verify that these observations were not artifacts leftover from 

the recovered D. magna culture, the same test was repeated. Panel c of Figure 

3.2 illustrates the data from the second test series, which again indicates higher 

toxicity of the higher DOC concentrations. Evidently, the behavior of the IQ- 

Tox™ test in the presence of DOC is not consistent with expected toxic behavior 

according to what is understood and accepted about metal spéciation in the
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presence of zinc. Therefore, a different test method is needed for more accurate 

evaluation of metal toxicity for the metals chosen to study.

3.5. Single-metal static non-renewal acute toxicity tests

The standard static non-renewal acute toxicity test, as outlined by the 

USERA, was chosen for the lethality study [35]. The static non-renewal acute 

test is a test in which the exposure solution is not changed, so the organism is 

exposed to the same solution for 48 hours. The acute toxicity test method 

measures toxicity as percent mortality at varying concentrations of the toxicant. 

The determination of a dead or alive organism was simpler and less subjective 

compared to determining florescence intensity for the IQ-Tox™ method. Single

metal tests were performed simultaneously with mixed-metal tests to account for 

short-term variability and D. magna sensitivity and to also predict the toxicity of 

the metal mixtures.

3.5.1. Test procedures

To begin, neonates were transferred from the culture containers to -50 mL 

MHRW using a medium capacity transfer pipette; neonates were counted to 

ensure sufficient quantity to perform the test. The neonates remained at room 

temperature while the test containers were prepared.

For each series of solutions, twenty-four acid-washed plastic condiment 

cups were arranged on a tray in a four by six array: one control solution and five 

test solutions were tested in quadruplicate. Using an automatic pipette, each cup 

was filled with 25 mL of the appropriate solution. The tray was labeled with 

solution information and the date of the test. The temperature and pH were 

recorded for each solution. Next, five neonates were gently transferred from the 

MHRW to each cup, beginning with the four control cups and ending with the four 

cups containing the solution with the highest metal concentration. A total of 120 

neonates were transferred for each test. Once the last neonate was transferred, 

the time was recorded and the tray was placed in the incubator. At this time,
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samples for TOC and ICP-AES analysis were collected as described in section

3.2.3.

Cu IQ  Tests - Nov 09
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Figure 3.2: Results of Daphnia IQ-Tox™ tests examining the effects of DOC on 
metal toxicity. Probit curves produced by Dr. Joseph Meyer.
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After twenty-four hours of exposure to the metal solutions, the test tray 

was removed from the incubator. The temperature of the incubator was checked 

to insure correct testing conditions. The number of dead neonates per cup was 

recorded and the tray was returned to the incubator. Neonates were considered 

dead if they were immobile and showed no sign of internal function upon closer 

inspection.

After a total of forty-eight hours of exposure, the test tray was removed 

from the incubator; the number of dead neonates per cup was recorded. The pH 

and temperature was recorded for each test solution (one cup per solution was 

tested). All solutions and tested neonates were discarded as trace metal waste. 

All glassware and test cups were acid washed for reuse.

3.5.2. Data Analysis

ToxCalc toxicity data analysis software by Tidepool Scientific Software 

was used to calculate the probit regression curve for each test. Mortality and 

metal concentration data were inputted into ToxCalc, and probit analysis was 

selected. The output included the equation for the sigmoid curve and EC50 

value. ToxCalc required a minimum of two partial responses; for tests with only 

one partial response, the lowest concentration producing 100% mortality was 

lowered to 95% mortality (equivalent to 19 out of 20 dead Daphnia instead of 20). 

The percent mortality is plotted versus the metal concentration and is included in 

the results section.

3.5.3. Results and Discussion

The purpose of the single-metal tests was to use the probit regression to 

calculate percent mortality values at specific concentrations of metal in order to 

predict the toxicity of the metal mixtures. Furthermore, the copper tests became 

an indication of Daphnia sensitivity, because copper toxicity variability was 

minimal. In contrast, zinc toxicity produced more variability. This increased
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variability may be due to the different mode of action and toxic levels of the two 

metals.

3.5.3.1. Copper

The toxicity test results for copper were consistent for the duration of the 

test, as seen by the overlapping data points in Figure 3.3. In fact, little difference 

is seen between the November 2009 and the April 2010 tests. Though the 

results seem desirable, the slopes of the probit curves are very steep, indicating 

a significant change in toxicity with small variation in concentration, especially 

near the 0.09 mg Cu/L concentration. This phenomenon is seen more clearly by 

examining the calculated EC25, 50, and 75 values, which are summarized in 

Table 3.2. For example, a dose of 0.085 mg Cu/L could cause between 50% 

mortality (18 Nov. 2009 test) to 75% mortality (12 Apr. 2010 test), depending on 

the day. Clearly, the sensitivity to changes in concentration may render 

interpreting the constant copper test data slightly more challenging.

Cu Tests with 3 mg DOC/L
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80

■ K  —

♦  12 Nov. 09 
■  18 Nov. 09 
A4 Apr. 10 
X 12 Apr. 10 
X20 Apr. 10
•  29 Apr. 10

20
10
o ! [■"1111'

0.001 0.01 0.1

Dissolved Cu (mg/L)

Figure 3.3: Copper tests performed simultaneously with mixture tests. 
Observed data and calculated probit regression curves are plotted.
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Table 3.2: Calculated copper concentrations for all copper tests at 25, 50 and 75 
percent lethality (ECx, where x is percent lethality). Values are in mg/L.

Calculated EC Values for Copper
Test date EC25 EC50 EC75
12-Nov-09 0.0944 0.1082 0.1239
18-Nov-09 0.0782 0.0836 0.0893
4-Apr-10 0.0883 0.1023 0.1185
12-Apr-10 0.0672 0.0765 0.0870
20-Apr-10 0.0843 0.0913 0.0989
29-Apr-1O 0.0930 0.1081 0.1256
23-Jul-10 (T1 ) 0.0720 0.0893 0.1107
23-Jul-10 (T2) 0.0824 0.0964 0.1127
23-Jul-10 (T3) 0.0925 0.1044 0.1179
Average 0.0836 0.0955 0.1094
St. Deviation 0.0096 0.0112 0.0144

Simultaneous Cu Tests with 3 mg DOC/L
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Figure 3.4: Three copper tests performed simultaneously 23-25 July 2010. 
Observed data and calculated probit regression curves are plotted.
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In addition to variability for the duration of the test, the short-term (within- 

day) variability of copper toxicity was examined by performing three copper acute 

toxicity tests simultaneously. The variation seen between the regression curves 

illustrated in Figure 3.4 is approximately less than 0.01 mg Cu/L, or less than 

10%, near 50% mortality. Table 3.2 lists the numeric values used in this 

approximation. Since short-term variability is less than 10%, any correction was 

assumed to be superfluous.

3.5.32. Zinc

In contrast to the copper test, the zinc tests were more variable over the 

course of the study, as seen in Figure 3.5, than copper. Calculated EC50 values, 

tabulated in Table 3.3, ranged from 0.2-0.8 mg Zn/L, with a standard deviation of 

0.17 or 34%. Also, the short-term zinc variability was evaluated by performing 

four zinc tests simultaneously; observed data and regression curves are plotted 

in Figure 3.6. The EC50 range for one day was 0.4-0.6 mg Zn/L. Though the 

variability was less in one day than for the duration of the study, the standard 

deviation was about 0.09 mg Zn/L, approximately 18%, as calculated using the 

values in Table 3.3. Since the variability is above 18%, it is expected to increase 

uncertainty when interpreting results, though no method of accounting for the 

zinc variability will be discussed.
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Figure 3.5: Zinc tests performed simultaneously with mixture tests. Observed 
data is plotted.

Table 3.3: Calculated zinc concentrations for all zinc tests at 50 percent lethality 
(ECx, where x is percent lethality). Values are in mg/L.

Calculated EC Values for Zn
Test date EC50
12-Nov-09 0.3932
18-Nov-09 0.7140
4-Apr-10 0.5387
12-Apr-10 0.2511
20-Apr-10 0.8121
29-Apr-10 0.3355
18-Aug-10 (T1 ) 0.4020
18-Aug-1O (T2) 0.4869
18-Aug-10 (T3) 0.6236
18-Aug-10 (T4) 0.5762
Average 0.5133
St. Deviation 0.1745
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Figure 3.6: Four zinc tests performed simultaneously 18 August 2010. Observed 
data and calculated probit regression curves are plotted.
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CHAPTER 4: METAL MIXTURES

4.1. Introduction

Standard static non-renewal acute toxicity tests of metal mixtures were 

performed concurrently with the single-metal tests discussed in Chapter 3. The 

single-metal toxicity data was used to predict response-additive toxicity of the 

metal mixture. The response-additive prediction consistently under predicted the 

observed toxicity of the metal mixture when based on total dissolved metal, 

indicating additive to more than additive metal interaction. However, the same 

tests showed additive to less than additive interactions when based on the free 

metal ion concentration, as calculated by the BLM. These results indicate that 

simple spéciation calculations in the BLM may adequately predict the toxicity of 

metal mixtures if metal-metal competition for binding sites, on DOC and other 

ligands, is considered.

The metal-mixture test solutions were prepared according to the same 

method as the single-metal tests, with the addition of a second metal spike. For 

this study, the concentration of one metal was held constant for all solutions in a 

single test, including the control, while the other was varied, following similar 

dilutions as the single-metal solutions. Furthermore, D. magna neonates from 

the same culture used in the single-metal tests were used for the mixture tests; 

the same SRFA and ICP-grade metal stock solutions were used in preparing the 

metal-mixtures. The test procedure for the metal-mixture toxicity tests was 

identical to the single-metal method described in Chapter 3.

4.2. Test procedure

Prior to testing, D. magna neonates were counted and transferred to a 50- 

mL beaker of MHRW using a transfer pipette. Neonates were counted to ensure 

sufficient quantity to perform the test and to track culture fecundity. The 

neonates remained at room temperature in beakers of culture water on the lab 

bench while the test containers were prepared.
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Next, twenty-four acid-washed plastic condiment cups were arranged on a 

try in a four by six array: four columns and six rows. The six rows were labeled 

with the information for each of the six metal mixture solutions. The four columns 

were labeled A-D for reference when recording mortality numbers for each 

replicate. Using an automatic pipette, each cup was filled with 25 mL of the 

appropriate test solution. Cups were filled beginning with the control and ending 

with the solution of greatest metal concentration. At this point, the temperature 

and pH were measured and recorded for each test solution. Afterward, five 

neonates were transferred from the MHRW to each cup, again moving from 

lowest to highest metal concentration. A total of 120 neonates were transferred 

for each test, therefore a grand total of 360 neonates were needed to perform 

toxicity tests for zinc, copper, and a zinc/copper mixture. When the final neonate 

was transferred to the test solution, the tray was labeled with the test name, data 

and time; the tray was then placed in the incubator for the duration of the test. 

Finally, solution samples for TOC and ICP analysis were collected as described 

in section 3.2.3.

At twenty-four hours of exposure to the metal solutions, the test tray was 

removed from the incubator. The temperature of the incubator was checked to 

ensure correct testing conditions. The number of dead daphnids per cup was 

recorded and the tray was returned to the incubator. Daphnids were considered 

dead if they were immobile and showed no sign of internal function upon closer 

inspection.

After a total of forty-eight hours of exposure, the test tray was removed 

from the incubator. The number of dead daphnids per cup was recorded. The 

pH and temperature of each test solution was measured and recorded as well.

All solutions and tested neonates were discarded as trace metal waste. All 

plastic and glassware were acid washed for reuse.
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4.3. Data analysis

After the tests were completed—one zinc, one copper and one or two 

copper-zinc mixtures—the mortality data, along with the pH, temperature, 

alkalinity, TOC and ICP data, was compiled in a spreadsheet and prepared for 

input into the BLM. Since no analysis was performed for anions, the 

concentrations of S 04" and Cl" were calculated from the reported concentration 

of sulfur and potassium, respectively. These calculations were adequate as it 

was assumed that no additional sulfur or chlorine had entered the water other 

than what was added as the reagents for MHRW: MgS04, CaS04, and KCI. The 

BLM input data was sent to Dr. Robert Santore. Dr. Santore modified the 

standard HydroQual version of the BLM to account for metal binding competition 

on the DOC. Metal binding competition on the BL was not considered in this 

study.

To determine if the modification to the BLM was suitable for modeling the 

toxicity of metal mixtures, the observed toxicity of the metal mixture was 

compared to the predicted toxicity. The toxicity of the mixture was predicted 

using the joint probability of mortality equation (Equation 4.1), a response- 

additive method of prediction [31].

joint probabilitymortalî  =1-(1-mortcu) (1-mortZn) (4.1 )

Mortcu and mortZn are the mortality proportions due to copper and zinc at 

the measured copper and zinc concentrations in the copper-zinc mixture as 

calculated from the concurrent single-metal tests by the probit regressions 

described in Chapter 3. This method predicts the organisms' likelihood of 

surviving the copper dose and the zinc dose. The fraction expected to survive 

both metal doses is subtracted from 1 to calculate the fraction expected to exhibit 

a toxic response, which is multiplied by 100 to calculate the mortality percentage. 

This calculation predicts additive toxic effects. If the actual toxicity of the mixture 

appears less toxic than predicted, the effect is described as less than additive;
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conversely if the mixture appears more toxic than predicted, the effect is 

described as more than additive.

4.4. Results and discussion

In general the predicted toxicity was consistently similar to or lower than 

the observed toxicity, indicating additive or more than additive metal interactions. 

However, after the BLM calculations, the predicted mortality was either higher 

than or similar to the observed toxicity, indicating additive or less than additive 

interactions. The BLM reported metal concentration in terms of calculated metal 

residue on the organism; this value was used as a proxy for the free metal ion 

concentration. Furthermore, the exception to the trend was the test performed 4 

May 2010 with no DOC added to the test solutions. In that case, the predicted 

mortality was lower than the observed toxicity, in terms of both total dissolved 

metal and free metal ion concentration.

4.4.1. Constant zinc tests

In the first mixture tests performed, the zinc concentration was held 

constant, while the copper concentration was varied. In these tests, a dilution 

series of copper with 3 mg DOC/L was prepared with all solutions containing 

identical zinc concentrations. A summary of the test information, including the 

amount of zinc added, the percent mortality caused by the amount of zinc, the 

EC50 of the copper-only test for the same day, and the joint probability of 

mortality (JPM %) calculated for the joint toxicity at the copper EC50, is found in 

Table 4.1. For additional information, refer to the corresponding figure 

referenced in the table.

In the following pages, data for all constant-zinc tests is presented 

graphically for both total dissolved metal and free metal ion concentrations, with 

a brief caption. A representative test is discussed in detail, and the other tests 

are summarized. For all constant-zinc graphs, the blue dots and lines represent 

the copper-only test, the green open circles and lines represent the predicted
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metal-mixture toxicity, and the green dots with black outline represent the 

observed metal-mixture toxicity. Any solid green dots are a result of the 

prediction overlapping the observed data; the prediction agrees with the 

observed toxicity.

Table 4.1: Summary of constant zinc test information, including the concentration 
of copper producing 50% lethality (EC50), the joint probability of mortality for the 
zinc dose at the copper EC50, and the number of the corresponding figure in the 
text.

Constant Zinc Tests 

Date Mo^aMty JPM %

Experiment 1 M ix 1 12-Nov-09 346 40.4 108.2 70.2 4.1
Experiment 2 M ix 1 1 S-Nov-09 354.2 15.2 83.6 57.6 4.2
Experiment 2 M ix 2 1 S-Nov-09 235.3 5.2 83.6 52.6 4.3
Experiment 3 M ix 1 4-Apr-10 216 6.3 102.3 53.15 4.4
Experiment 3 M ix 2 4-Apr-10 330.3 20.6 102.3 60.3 4.5

Experiment 1 was performed 12 November 2009 after evidence that the 

D. magna culture had fully recovered from the parasites. This experiment 

included Copper-only and Zinc-only acute tests and only one Copper-zinc 

mixture test. The mixture had a constant zinc concentration of 346 pg/L, which 

caused 40.4% mortality in the concurrent Zinc-only test, as summarized in Table

4.1.

Figure 4.1a is a plot of percent mortality vs. dissolved copper (pg/L) and 

shows a more than additive effect of the metal mixture compared to the 

response-additive prediction because the observed mixture toxicity lies to the left 

of the predicted toxicity. In contrast, Figure 4.1 b shows the same test after BLM 

calculation; that is, the same test data is presented in terms of calculated copper 

accumulation on the BL when metal-metal binding competition on the DOC is 

taken into account. Figure 4.1 b shows a less than additive effect as the 

observed mixed-metal mortality lies to the right of the Copper-only data and the 

predicted toxicity. The main difference between the two graphs is the treatment 

of data. Graph a is the data presented in the most basic form, without regard to
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geochemical processes that determine metal spéciation and bioavailability. In 

contrast, graph b, the BLM calculated data, has been adjusted to reflect most 

geochemical processes including metal-metal binding competition on the DOC 

and metal binding to the BL without competition from the other metal. If the two 

metals are competing for binding sites on the DOC, more copper and zinc ions 

will be available for binding to the BL than if only copper or zinc was present.

The increased concentrations of Cu2+ and Zn2+ in the copper-zinc mixture water 

explain why the mixture interactions appeared to be more than additive based on 

dissolved metal concentrations. In contrast, the apparent less than additive 

interactions in the mixture based on free metal ion concentrations suggest 

competition between copper and zinc for binding to the BL, which was not 

considered in the BLM calculations.

Figure 4.2 shows similar metal interactions as Figure 4.1. The steep 

curve of the copper-only test indicates that the organisms were exhibiting 

increased sensitivity to slight variations in copper concentration when compared 

to the slightly less vertical slope of the regression curve in the previous test

Figure 4.3 shows the second mixture of the 18 November 2009 tests. The 

high mortality observed in the mixture at a low copper concentration appears to 

be an artifact of the test; variability and sensitivity of the organisms to either zinc 

or copper does not account for the high mortality and it is therefore assumed to 

be a random response in the daphnia.

Figure 4.4 shows the first copper-zinc mixture evaluated in April 2010; 

copper was varied while zinc remained constant. The behavior exhibited by this 

mixture is similar to the interactions seen in the tests performed in November 

2009 (see Figure 4.1).

Figure 4.5 is the second constant zinc mixture performed in April 2010. In 

terms of total metal concentration, the mixture behaves similarly to the other 

constant zinc tests, exhibiting more than additive interactions. After BLM
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calculation, the interactions appear to be strictly additive, unlike the other tests. 

At this point, a reason for this different behavior is unclear.

Experiment Number 1; Mix Number 1; Cu varies, Zn constant a t 346 ug/L
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Figure 4.1: Constant zinc acute toxicity tests performed 12 Nov. 2009. Graph a 
shows more than additive effects in the mixture, while graph b, the BLM 
calculation, shows less than additive effects. The probit curves for the prediction 
and copper-only test are included.
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Experiment Number 2; Mix Number: 1 ; Cu varies, Zn constant a t 354,2 ug/L
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Figure 4.2: Constant zinc acute toxicity tests performed 18 Nov. 2009, mixture 
one. Graph a shows slightly more than additive effects in the mixture, while 
graph b, the BLM calculation, shows less than additive effects. The probit curves 
for the prediction and copper-only test are included.
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Experiment Number 2; Mix Number: 2; Cu varies, Zn constant a t 235 3 ug/L
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Figure 4.3: Constant zinc acute toxicity tests performed 18 Nov. 2009, mixture 2. 
Graph a shows additive effects in the mixture, while graph b, the BLM 
calculation, shows less than additive effects. The probit curves for the prediction 
and copper-only test are included.
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Experiment Number 3; Mix Number 1; Ou varies, Zn constant a t 216 ug/L
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Figure 4.4: Constant zinc acute toxicity tests performed 4 April 2010, mixture 1. 
Graph a shows more than additive effects in the mixture, while graph b, the BLM 
calculation, shows less than additive effects. The probit curves for the prediction 
and copper-only test are included.
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Experiment Number 3; Mix Number: 2; Cu varies, Zn constant a t 330.3 ug/L
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Figure 4.5: Constant zinc acute toxicity tests performed 4 April 2010, mixture 2. 
Graph a shows more than additive effects in the mixture, while graph b, the BLM 
calculation, shows strictly additive effects. The probit curves for the prediction 
and copper-only test are included.
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4.4.2. Constant copper tests

The second set of mixture tests were the constant-copper tests. In these 

tests, a dilution series of zinc with 3 mg DOC/L was prepared with all solutions 

containing identical copper concentrations. Experiment 7 was performed without 

DOC added to the solutions. A summary of the test information, including the 

amount of copper added, the percent mortality caused by the amount of copper, 

the EC50 of the zinc only test for the same day, and the joint probability mortality 

calculated for the joint toxicity at the zinc EC50, is found in Table 4.2. For 

additional information, refer to the corresponding figure referenced in the table.

Table 4.2: Summary of constant-copper test information.

C onstant C o pp er Tests

Date added MortaMty JPM % Fi9 ure
(M9/L)   , __________________

Experim en t 4 M ix 1 12-Apr-10 85.22 71.5 251.1 85.75
r

4.8

E xperim ent 4 M ix 2 12-Apr-10 71.36 35.9 251.1 67.95
r

4.9

E xperim ent 5 M ix 1 20-Apr-10 77.02 7.5 812.1 53.75
r

4.6

E xperim ent 5 M ix 2 20-Apr-10 100.1 78.2 812.1 89.1
r

4.10

E xperim ent 6 M ix 1 29-Apr-10 50.39 0 335.5 50
F

4.11

E xperim ent 6 M ix 2 29-Apr-10 70.35 2.7 335.5 51.35
F

4.12

E xperim ent 7 M ix 1 4-M ay-10 14.27 18.9 893.1 59.45
F

4.13

E xperim ent 7 M ix 2 4-M ay-10 21.17 51.8 893.1 75.9 4.7

The first constant copper experiments did not produce clear relationships 

to the predicted toxicity. For these experiments, the mortality due to the copper 

concentration was high, especially after the BLM calculations, making accurate 

distinction between additive and more than additive effects difficult. However, 

the trend seen in the constant zinc tests continued in the constant copper tests: 

the BLM showed that the response-additive prediction overestimates the 

observed toxicity of the metal mixture when toxicity is reported in terms of free 

metal ion concentrations. Therefore, two representative tests are discussed in 

detail, and the other tests are summarized graphically with a brief caption. For all 

constant copper graphs, the red dots and lines represent the zinc-only test, the 

green open circles and lines represent the predicted metal-mixture toxicity, and
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the green dots with black outline represent the observed meta- mixture toxicity. 

Any solid green dots are a result of the prediction overlapping the observed data;

i.e., the prediction agrees with the observed toxicity.

Experiment 5 began 20 April 2010 and included copper-only and zinc-only 

acute tests and two copper-zinc mixture tests. The first mixture had a constant 

copper concentration of 77.02 pg/L, which caused 7.5% mortality in the 

concurrent Copper-only test, as summarized in Table 4.2. Since the mortality 

from the copper was low, the more than additive behavior of the metal mixture is 

clearly seen when evaluating based on total dissolved zinc (Figure 4.6a); the 

observed toxicity was considerably higher than the prediction. Conversely, after 

the BLM calculation, observed toxicity was slightly lower than predicted at low 

concentrations of zinc (Figure 4.6b). Because the BLM accounted for metals 

competing for binding sites on the DOC, the high observed toxicity was expected 

based on dissolved metal concentrations as more Zn2+ and Cu2+ ions were 

available for uptake and toxic action in the organisms. However, as stated in the 

previous section, the BLM did not consider the effects of metal competing for 

binding sites on the BL. The prediction is expected to converge with the 

observed toxicity, even at low zinc concentrations, if this consideration is 

included. This expectation was based on the hypothesis that zinc will protect the 

organism from the copper by blocking the toxic site from the more lethal metal.

Experiment 7 was started 4 May 2010 and included copper-only and zinc- 

only acute tests and two copper-zinc mixture tests. All of the tests started on this 

day were performed without DOC added to the solutions; these are the only 

mixture tests performed without added DOC. The second mixture had a constant 

copper concentration of 21.17 pg/L, which caused 51.8% mortality in the 

concurrent Copper-only test, as summarized in Table 4.2. When evaluating 

graph a of this test, it resembled the other constant copper tests; the observed 

data revealed more than additive behavior while the prediction under estimated 

the toxicity in terms of dissolved metal concentration (Figure 4.7a). However, the 

similarity ends with the BLM calculation (Figure 4.7b). Unlike the other tests, the



prediction after BLM calculation was still lower than, though slightly closer to, the 

observed toxicity. There was no added DOC for the metals to bind with, so no 

displacement of more ions into solution was assumed; therefore, an increase in 

toxicity was not predicted. However, background concentrations of DOC may still 

facilitate significant binding competition. Also, the metals could still compete for 

binding to the BL. In this case, copper could out compete zinc, increasing the 

predicted toxicity. This seems to contradict the hypothesis developed from the 

other constant-copper and constant-zinc tests. Clearly, further study is needed.

In Figure 4.8, the prediction under estimated toxicity in terms of dissolved 

metal concentration for the 12 April 2010 tests. However, at low free metal 

concentrations, the toxicity is over estimated, indicating possible less than 

additive interactions, similar to Figure 4.6.

In Figure 4.9, the mixture toxicity at low zinc concentrations is expected to 

be lower than the first mixture (Figure 4.8); however, the mortality is around 90% 

in terms of dissolved metal concentration. This unexpectedly high mortality may 

be due to the organisms' high sensitivity to slight changes in copper. This 

explanation does not account for additional unexpected behavior at higher zinc 

concentration, where mortality appears to fluctuate with increasing zinc. Even 

after the BLM calculation, reporting toxicity in terms free metal, the overall toxicity 

appears to be less than additive, like the other constant copper tests (with 

exception of experiment 7), but the mortality still fluctuates with increased zinc on 

the BL.

Figure 4.10 follows the behavior of experiment 5, mixture 1 (Figure 4.6) 

with slightly higher predicted mixture toxicity in terms of dissolved metal 

concentrations. The higher predicted toxicity is expected because the copper 

concentration is higher. In contrast, the predicted toxicity in terms of free metal 

ion is slightly less than the other mixture. The slight decrease in expected 

toxicity may be attributed to the metal binding behavior on the DOC.
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Experiment Number 5; Mix Number: 1; Cu constant at: 77.02 ug/L, Zn varies
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Figure 4.6: Constant copper acute toxicity tests performed 20 April 2010, mixture 
2. Graph a shows more than additive effects in the mixture, while graph b, the 
BLM calculation, shows strictly additive effects. The probit curves for the 
prediction and zinc-only test are included.
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Experiment Number 7; Mix Number: 2 ; Cu constant at: 21.17 ug/L, Zn varies
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Figure 4.7: Constant copper acute toxicity tests begun 4 May 2010 without 
added DOC; first mixture. Graph a shows more than additive interactions; 
similarly graph b, the BLM calculation, shows slightly more than additive 
interactions. The probit curves for the prediction and zinc-only test are included.
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Experiment Number 4; Mix Number: 1; Cu constant at: 85 22 ug/L, Zn varies
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Figure 4.8: Constant copper acute toxicity tests performed 12 April 2010; first 
mixture. Graph a shows more than additive effects in the mixture, while graph b, 
the BLM calculation, shows close agreement between the predicted and 
observed toxicity at high zinc concentrations. The probit curves for the prediction 
and zinc-only test are included.
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Experiment Number 4, Mix Number: 2 , Cu constant at: 7136  ug/L, Zn varies
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Figure 4.9: Constant copper acute toxicity tests performed 12 April 2010; second 
mixture. Graph a shows more than additive effects in the mixture, while graph b, 
the BLM calculation, shows slight less than additive in the observed metal 
mixture compared to the predicted toxicity. The probit curves for the prediction 
and zinc-only test are included.
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Experiment Number 5; Mix Number: 2; Cu constant at 100.1 ug/L, Zn varies
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Figure 4.10: Constant copper acute toxicity tests performed 20 April 2010; 
second mixture. Graph a shows an additive response in the mixture, while graph 
b, the BLM calculation, shows a slight less than additive effect in the observed 
data compared to the prediction. The probit curves for the prediction and zinc- 
only test are included.
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Experiment 6, mixture 1 (Figure 4.11) was different from the other mixture 

tests because the copper dose was not expected to produce toxicity based on 

the concurrent copper-only test. It appears that no to very little additional copper 

toxicity is seen in Figure 4.11a because the predicted toxicity curve lies directly 

over the zinc-only probit regression curve. However, in terms of free ion 

concentration, increased mixture toxicity is still predicted. This increased 

predicted toxicity may be attributed to an increase in Cu2+ ions available for 

binding to the BL after being displaced from DOC by the competing Zn2+ ions. 

The actual mixture toxicity still showed strong agreement with the zinc-only 

toxicity.

The second mixture of experiment 6 (Figure 4.12) had a slightly higher 

copper concentration that did produce mortality in the concurrent copper-only 

test. Like the first mixture of the experiment, the predicted mixture toxicity 

followed the zinc-only curve because the copper contribution to toxicity was so 

small (2.7%). But unlike the first mixture, a clear more than additive interaction 

was observed in terms of dissolved metal concentrations. Furthermore, the BLM 

calculation also showed a clear influence of copper because the observed 

toxicity of the mixture was greater than the zinc-only toxicity, but the mixture still 

showed less than additive interactions when compared to the prediction.

Figure 4.13 shows the results for the other mixture test performed without 

any added DOC. Less copper was added to the mixture, and similar behavior 

was seen compared to mixture 2 (Figure 4.7). Again, only a small, background 

concentration of DOC was available for metal-metal binding competition, which 

affects the predicted toxicity in terms of free ion concentrations. Unlike the other 

tests with added DOC that showed less than additive interactions after BLM 

calculations, the tests without added DOC show additive or more than additive 

interactions. Clearly, the presence of significant amounts of DOC in the system 

affects the predictive ability of the joint probability of mortality and the BLM.
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Experiment Number 6; Mix Number: 1; Cu constant at: 50.39 ug/L, Zn varies
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Figure 4.11: Constant copper acute toxicity test performed 29 April 2010; first 
mixture. Graph a shows an extremely slight additive response in the mixture at 
high zinc concentrations, even though no toxicity from copper is expected. 
Graph b, the BLM calculation, shows a slight less than additive effect in the 
observed data compared to the prediction. The probit curves for the prediction 
and zinc-only test are included.
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Experiment Number 6; Mix Number: 2; Cu constant at: 70.35 ug/L, Zn varies
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Figure 4.12: Constant copper acute toxicity tests performed 29 April 2010; 
second mixture. Graph a shows an additive response in the mixture, even 
though very little toxicity from copper is expected. Graph b, the BLM calculation, 
shows a slight less than additive effect in the observed data compared to the 
prediction. The probit curves for the prediction and zinc-only test are included.
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Experiment Number 7; Mix Number: 1; Cu constant at: 14.27 ug/L, Zn varies
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Figure 4.13: Constant copper acute toxicity tests performed 5 May 2010 without 
added DOC; second mixture. Graph a shows more than additive effects in the 
mixture, as does graph b, the BLM calculation, but only at high zinc 
concentrations. The probit curves for the prediction and zinc-only test are 
included
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION AND RECOMENDATIONS

5.1. Conclusion

The BLM is a useful for predicting metal toxicity to freshwater systems. As 

such, it has been adopted by the USERA for regulatory purposes for some 

metals. However, the current model assumes metals exist in isolation from other 

metals; the BLM does not account for metal-metal competition for binding sites 

on DOC and the biotic ligand of the organism. Therefore, the development of a 

multi-site, multi-metal BLM is desired, but adequate data is not available and 

must be generated. To this end, single-metal and two-metal 48-hour static non

renewal acute toxicity tests were performed with Daphnia magna for copper and 

zinc. The observed toxicity of the tests was compared to a response-additive 

prediction after input into the BLM, accounting for metal-metal competition for 

binding on the DOC only, not the BL. Generally, the response-additive prediction 

based on the BLM calculations for single-metal toxicity over estimated the toxicity 

of the mixtures. The prediction is expected to converge with the observed 

toxicity if consideration is included for metal-metal competition for multiple 

binding sites on the BL as well as DOC. Based on this study, a MMMS BLM will 

prove beneficial as more accurate tool to predict toxicity and regulate 

concentrations of metal mixtures in freshwater environments.

5.2. Future work

This study only evaluated mixtures of copper and zinc to a single 

organism. The various metals in freshwater systems will behave differently in 

terms of metal spéciation based on their intrinsic chemistry. Furthermore, 

various organisms respond differently to these metals in terms of sensitivity as 

well as toxic mechanisms. Therefore, continued research evaluating mixtures of 

a broader variety of metals to a broad range of representative biota will 

accomplish the goals set by the developers of the BLM and regulatory agencies 

to optimize the performance of this valuable tool.
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